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ABSTRACT

We present a method for analyzing the annual cooling

utu! lighting electricity use and peak demand associated with

t rniig feÃestration and tighting strategies in commercial

,,lfrce"iuiklings. A prorcrypical ofice building module

,l,tt.si.rting of four perinrcter zones and a centrøl core zone

u'rrs rtefiired and a series of DOE-2 builling enerSy simula-

tiotts w,ere completed to create a data base for varying

ferrestration and lightittg system parameters' Using regres'

siort analysis procedures, we characterize elecffic energy

urrcl peak performance patterns as a function of solar

,,¡ror,ur", defned as the produa of shading coeffrcient and

w i rul ow-t o-wall rat io, and effective dayli ght ing apert ure,

dt:fined as the product of visibte trarcmittance andwindow-

to-wall ratio. Optimum perþrmance consists of defining the

.solar and effective daylighting aperture values that minimize

unnuol energy consumption ard peak demard, 4 Process

eusilv facilitated by the methods described herein'

TNTRODUCTION

Electrical energy use accounts for a large percentage of
all primary energy use in the building sector. For example,

in California the figure is 547o (CEC 1990); for the

commercial building sector in California, 38% of electric

energy consumption is directly attributable to lighting and

19% ¡o cooling energy requirements, mostly due to the

buikling envelope. These two major interrelated building

subsystems, electric lighting and the building envelope, also

account for more than half of typical peak demand in

California builclings. The envelope of the building, pri-

marily the glazing, is a major source of peak cooling

demand ancl of annual cooling load; it is also a potential

source of daylight that may be employed to offset electric

lighting loacls. Despite improvements in lighting technology'

especially new lamps and ballasts, lighting remains a key

contributor to energy use and peak demand. Lighting
controls, integrated with daylighting, afford the opportunity
to significantly reduce lighting requirements and cooling
loads.

No methocls currently available allow one to easily

ascertain the benefirts ancl the liabilities of a glazing choice

given the complex interrelationships between the building
envelope and the lighting system. At present, one must

its
tsl

a

function of In this PaPer'

we present us evaluation

of both the hting sYstem'

We show how the fenestration and lighting system

energy perfo considering the

relationship. g shading coef-

ficient a¡d ighting control

convenient technique for assessing performance'

BACKGROI,'NI'

The analysis of commerciat building energy perfor-

mance is conveniently facilitated by numerical simulation

using computers. The DOE-2.lD Building Energy Simula-

use data for designated time periods' To better understand

over Inany years. The stePs are:

l. Deflrnition of a commercial office building module that

allows us to isolate perimeter and core zone energy

performance as a function of various envelope and

lighting system Parameters'
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Creation of a data base of DOE-2 simulations for
varying building configurations, including parametric

variation of lighting system characteristics and fenestra-

tion parameters'
Completion of a regression analysis of the DOE-2 data

base that yields a simplified algebraic expression used

to investigaie the performance of any arbitrary fenestra-

tion and lighting system configuration.
30.48 m

Each of these steps is discussed in detail in studies by

Sullivan et al. (1988, 1985). The building module (Figure

1) has four perimeter zones consisting of ten offices, each

15 ft(4.57 m) deep by l0 ft (].05 m) wide, surrounding a

central core zone of 10,000 ftz (929 -2¡ floot area. Floor-

to-ceiling height is 8.5 ft (2.59 m); floor-to-floor height is

12 ft (3.66 m). Normal building thermal interactions

include<l heat capacity effects and small convective/conduc-

tive transfers between the core and perimeter zones' The

exterior wall U-value was fixed at 0'05 Btu/h'ft2''F (0.28

V/im2''C). More detailed information about the building

module can be obtained from Sullivan (1988' 1985)'

We varied several window and lighting system varia-

bles parametrically to facilitate an underst'anôing of their

effects on energy performance. Continuous strip windows

were used in the exterior wall of each perimeter zone'

Glazing area was varied ratios

corresponding to O, l5%, of the

floor-to-floorwall area. Fiv ulated.

These glazings covered a range of U-value (0'22 - l'l
Btu/h'fr2."F, 1.25 - 6.08 w/m2'oC), shading coefficient

(0.20 - 0.95), and visible transmittance (0' l0 - 0'88) levels

that are representative of currently available products' An

interior shading device (diffusing shade) was deployed when

the quantity of transmitted solar radiation exceeded 30

Btuih.ft2 (94.5 V/im2). When deployed, the fenestration

system shacling coefficient was reduced by 40% and the

visible transmittance bY 65%.
'We simulate<l the daylighting performance of e¿ch

perimeter zone assuming the use of continuous dimmrng

controls for changing electric lighting levels in response to

the variable claylight source. The desired work plane

illuminance was varied from 20 fc (215lux) to 80 fc (861

lux) and the installed lighting power density was varied

r."í ô.¡o wtrtz (3.22 Ñ1,n21 io 2.'t wtttz (29'l \v/mz).

Daylighting levels were determined at one reference point

in å".tt perimeter zone office at a height above the floor of

2.5 ft (å.76 m) and at a <lepth of l0 ft (3'05 m) centered

with respect

A large simulations were completed

using weath ive of Los Angeles, Callfor-

nia. A data peak demand quantities was

constructe<l from which we performed a regression analysis

to develop simplified algebraic 
'expressions 

that could

replicate the DOE-2 results and facilitate analysis of

arbitrary glazing ancl lighting system characteristics' We

derive¡l equations that predicted perimeter and core zone

cooling loacls, with and without the use of claylighting'

30.48 m 

--H 
4.5j m

:l-:oe-
Figure I Elevation qn¿ plan view of the protorypical

. commercial ffice building module used in the

study. The building module has four perimeter
zones consisting of len ofices, each 15 f
(4.57 m) deep by 10 fr (3.05 m) wide, sur-

rounding a cental core zone of I0,0OO ft'
(929 m2) Jloor area.

Total building energy use was found by sumrning the

individual zonal load components' assuming a hxed cooling

system coefficient of performance. Peak electricity demand

was determined by developing a correlation to associated

annual electricitY use.

N

I

Dtscusslol{
r$y'e first focus on typical energy-use patterns associated

with changing fenestration and lighting strategies' This

provides a firm foundation for a later discussion dealing

with arbitrary configuration changes' Our primary concern

is with the interactions between the following parameters:

Fenestration System Lighting System

Orientation
Size
Shading coefficient
Visible transmittance

Lighting control strategY

Lighting power densitY

Desired illumination level

The fenestration system's orientation, size, and shading

characteristics modiff solar gain and thus affect the cooling

electricity use and ¡reak electric demand of a building' The

visible transmittance of the fenestration, however, controls

3t4
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Figure 2 Schematic diagram showing the interac'tion

between the fenestration a¡d lighting systems

of ø building. Thefenestration system's orien-

tation, size, and sh:ading charøcteristics modi'

fy solar gain and thus afea the cooling elec-

tricity use arù peak elearic demarù of a
building. The visible tansmittance of the

fenestrat io n, however, controls dayl i ght avail-
abitity, which can also affea eledric lighting
requirements,

daylighting is being utilized, by the selected lighting control
strategy and desired illumination level. However, the

lighting system also influences the cooling requirements of
a building through the sensible heat gain of the lighting
system into the conditioned spaces.

To better understand these interactions, we show i¡
Figule 3 tbe total electricity consumption for the proto-
typical office building module located in L¡s Angeles as a

ñrnction of the building's window-to-wall ratio. Results are

shown for f¡ve double-pane glazings (Table 1) with a fixed
U-value of 0.55 Btu/h'ft2''F (3.13 w/m2''C) and varying
shading coefficient and visible transmittance levels cor-

responding to clear insulating glazing (IG) and several

tinted IG units as well as a hypothetical highly selective

green glazing. Values are shown without daylighting
controls. The total electricity consumption includes core ar¡d

perimeÞr zone comPonents due to cooling, fan energy,

iigbting at 1.5 tù/ift2 (16.1 W/m2), and an internal equip-

ment load of 0.5 W/ft2 (5.4 V//m2). The core zone contri-
bution is about 80 MWh, or about 617o of the total elec-

tricity consumption of a building without windows.

As expected, electricity use increases almost linearly
with i¡creasing window-to-wall ratio. The performance for
a particular window size is a function of both the glazing

shading coeffiicient and, to a lesser extent, because we are

primarily dealing with cooling energy requirements, the

I
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Figure 3
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Totql annuat electricity consumption for a

prototyp icsl commercial ofi ce building module

inLos Angeles as afunaionof window+o'wall
ratio. The data show the perþrmance of
gtazings with varying shading coeficients arú
visible transmittances arù ø fixed U-value of
0.55 Btu/h.ff.'F (3.13 W/m2'C¡ without the

floor areas.

TABLE 1

Glazing Parameters Used

in the DOE-2 Simulation StudY

glazing conductance. If we define a parameter called the

solar aperture (Hr¡ang et al. 1989) as the product of the

shading coefficient and window-to-wall ratio, we are able

to show the incremental electricity consumption due to soler

gain (difference between the consumption with windows and

tbe conÑmption without windows) through the use of a

single, neady linear' curve (Figure 4). Although we did not

vary glazing conductance for the five glazings, there is a

small residual effect due to the product of U-value and

window-to-wall ratio that accounts for the subtle non-

linearity. Peak demand variations with solar aperture also

reduce to a single curve. Similar curves can be obtained for

Glazing SC Tvis Ke=Tvis/SC

A
B

c
D

E

Clear IG
Tinted IG (Bronze)

Tinted lG (Green)

(Hypothetical
Highly Selective)
Reflective IG
(Bronze)

0.30 0.60 2.O0

0.82
0.60
0.41

0.78
0.61
0.53

0.95
t.02
r.29

0.20 0.10 0.50
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Incremental annaal el¿driciry consumptionfor

a protorypical corunercial ofice building

module in Los Angelcs as a funaion of solar

aperrure, of shading

ioeficient tio' The datø

show the p withvarying

area.

effective daylighting aperture increases i itiaily from zero'

ä"r" l. an atÃpt'reduction in lighting eîergy use with the

continuous dimming system' As the aperture continues to

increase, daylight does not contribute significantly to

aclditional lighting energy savings since the 50 fc (538 lux)

control setpãinthãs avädy been excee<led' As this daylight

*saturation" level is approached, the lighting energy use no

l;;;;t d*t*ses. A ,it"il"' relationship also exists for peak

ã".-¿ variations with effective daylighting aperture'

p"ä"r"t zone lighting consumption can be reduced by

"f.t" 
a 737o usingaaytigtrting' This corresponds to about

lã1, t the total tuiláin! eleclric lighting for our module

since there is no daylighiing in the core zone' The satura-

tion level would changã if the latitude of the building or its

o""upu.r"y schedule was changed' As in the case above with

solai gain, we have reducJ the data to a single perfor-

Iluncecurvewiththeeffective<laylightingapertureasthe
performance measure'

Optimum performance requires finding the solar and

effecti ve dayl i ghting aperture val ues 
.that -minimize 

energy

"onr,r-ption. 
W" ¿ã t'nit ty combining the solar gain and

rtaylighiing i¡crements presented T FiflIo 4 and 6 into a

ãióçiæ-¿ats set of incremental electricity use contours 8s

;ñ;,i"" of the solar and effective daylighting apertures
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0 0l 02 03 04 0,5 06 0i
transmittance to shading coefñcient. Efficacy, Ke, is used

as a measure of potential energy performánce; however' we

see that for f,rxed efficacy vilues, performance cân vary

ing the solar aPerture.

The effecf of window orientationon the magnitude and

in

l"ï;
to

mitigaæ the difference.s). For north-facing windows, which

have a small amount of direct solar gain, the contour levels

indicate savings (negative incremental energy) for almost all

combinations of solar and effective daylighting apertures'

South-facing windows follow the trends given in Figure 7
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frgwe 6 Incremental annual electricity corcumptionfor
o prototyp¡cul conunercial ofice building

module in Los Angeles as atunaion of eîec-

tive daytighting aperture, which is a produa
of visibte transmittance afu window-to-wall
ratio. The data show the performance of
glazíngs with varying shading coeficients arú
vìsibl¿ transmìttances atú a fixed U-value of
0.55 Btu/h-f 'F P.13 w/m2'c¡wtththe use of
o coúinu)us daylighting stralegy at a desired

Jloor ørea.
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in ærms of view and connection with the outdoors'

Superimposed on Figure 7 are values of daylighting

eff,rcacy (Arasteh et al. 1985), the ratio of glazing visible

0
tJ'70

Figure 7 Contours of etpected incremental annuil

ønd solar (SC*WWR) anà effective *perture

m2) zoneJtoor urea'
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glazings above the line will use more energy than an oPaque

wall.
Properties of currently available glazng products are

also shown on the plot as well as the limit associated with
what is technically possible in developing new glazing
products. 'We see that for high values of glazing visible
transmittance (>0.6), the increase in th¡eshold window-to-
wall ratio is almost directly proportional !o decreasing

shading coefficient, i.e., the threshold for a window-to-wall
ratio of 0.4 occurs at a shading coefficient close to 0.85;

for a window-to-wall ratio of 0.7, the shading coefficient is

about 0.5. Since the shading coefficients of glazings C and

D are low, 0.41 and 0.30, respectively, building con-

figurations employing these types of glazings can have large

windows without penalty. The clear glass, represented by
glazing A, has a threshold window-to-wall ratio close to

0.4. As the visible transmittance is reduced below 0.4, the

threshold window-to-wall ratio is a function of both shading

coefficient and visible transmittance,'which agrees with the

data presented in Figure 7.
ìüy'e can use this type of information to compare the

performance of glazings and to assist in the selection of
fenestration and lighting system alternatives. One could also

use the information presente<l in Figures 7, 8, and 9 to
optimize the selection of window sizn, glazings' and

Iighting systems for a particular building or to guide

development of future fenestration technologies. Such charts

can be readily developed for other lighting power densities

and for each building orientation.
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Figure 8 Conlours of expeaed incremental annual
elearicity use (MWh) as a funaion of solar
apert ure and effect ive dayli ght ing apert ure Íor
north a.n¿ south perimeter zones of a proto-
rypical commerciql ofice building modulz in

l0 MW is equivalent to L7
kW/m21for our buil.ding mod-
tion perimeter 6,000 f (557.4
r area.

with the zpro value of incremental energy occurring at a

solar aperture of about 0.3 for moderate to large effective
daylighting aperhrres.

Figure 9 is a plot similar to Figure 7 in which we
present performance th¡eshholds for various window sizes

as a function of shading coefficient and visible transmit-
tance. The threshold is defined as the combination of values
of window-to-wall ratio, shading coefficient, and visible
transmittance that yields net zrto incremental electricity.
For a given window-to-wall ratio, any glazing combination
of shading coefficient and visible transmittance that lie.s

below the line will use less energy than an opaque wall;

Threshholds for various window sizes a,s a

function of shading coeficient and iisible
transmittance. The threshold is defined as the
combinat ion of values of window-to-wall ratio,
shading coeficient, a¡ù visible transmittance
that yields net zero incremental electriciry.
Glazing 

"frcacy 
(Ke) and solar (SC*WWR)

and effecrive aperture (Ivis*IYIVR) values of
the five sample glazings used in our analysis
are shown.
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SUMMART AND CONCLUSIONS

A technique has been developed that facilitates an

evaluation of fenestration and lighting system effects on the

electric energy performancê in commercial office buildings'
The method is based on a regression analysis of building
energy simulations using the DOE-2 building energy

analysis simulation computer program. Cooling energy

requirements induced by solar gain were mollified with the

use of a continuously dimming daylighting control system

that re<luced electric lighting. Contours of equal annr¡al

incremental energy were shown to be a function of solar

aperture and effective daylighting aperture. Such data

faciliøte the derivation of threshold (zero net electricity
use) values of window size, shading coefficient, and visible
transmittance as well as the ability to define optimum levels

of these same variables. We are extending this research in
several directions:

1. Examining the effects of glazing conductance on

resultant performance. Although conducüance effects

are much srnaller than solar radiation effects on cooling
energy and peak electric demand, the specific contour

levels and thre'shold values would change. The mag-

nitude of this effect will increase as one moves to
colder clim¡tes.

2. lncorporating heating energy (both fossil fuel and all-
electric) effects due to the fenestration and lighting
system parameters. lüy'e have concentrated on cooling

and lighting in this work because of our i¡terest i¡
ele¡tric energy and peak dema¡d effects in moderate

and warm climates; however, beating is also important
in many U.S. loc¡tions and will be investigated.

3. Conducting a sensitivity study to isolate the effects of
HVAC characteristics on the methods discussed in this

report. Results will also be extended to examine the

overall cost-effectiveness of theso design solutions.
4. Examining the interrelationships among climatic

variables, i.e., solar radiation, temperature, and

humidity, so that a more generalized procedure can be

developed.
5. Developing a mathematical procedure for defining

optimum values of fenestration and lighting system

variables without the need to rely on nomographs

similar to those presented in this report. This com-
putational version is being developed as part of an

expert system for envelope and lighting system design'
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